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was or ever would become possible. And even if he were
innocent, some added, better he should suffer than all our
cherished causes should have to be thrown on the scrap-heap.
The rank and file naturally followed the leaders. Why not
believe those whom they had hitherto trusted when told that
any alleged proof of innocence was a forgery and a lie ? Why
should a court martial be mistaken? Were not a body of
" officers and gentlemen " more likely to be right than a hand-
ful of Jews, Protestants and Freemasons, however intellectually
distinguished? Besides, to throw discredit on the army was
" unpatriotic " ; Dreyfus himself, even if innocent, would
surely agree that any agitation should be eschewed that would
not only weaken the prestige of the body to which he belonged
but provide the enemies of France with the most dangerous of
weapons.1
It was, in fact, this " hingeing " of the case on a number of
the most elemental factors in national psychology which gave
it this extraordinary acuteness. The " average " Frenchman of
the nineties was not indeed a militarist or war-monger, but he
loved the army, military parades, all the pomp and circum-
stance of the uniform, which was but natural in a conscription
country. The army was not in his eyes a caste or class; the
barracks was the great democratic equalizer, and officers were
by no means exclusively of the aristocracy or even higher
bourgeoisie. To criticize the army was to touch a national
institution; to attack it with any violence a certain way of
arousing the bitterest hostility.. And the most enthusiastic
Dreyfusard could scarcely pretend that the criticism of courts
martial and General Staff was kept within the limits of accuracy
or good taste : the army as a whole came in for a great deal of
gross and undeserved abuse which did much to jeopardize the
case for revision.
1 " Un vrai innocent aurait hesite a pousser son droit a 1'extreme, se de-
mandant peut-etre si le repos de tous ne merite pas d'etre pr£f<£re au droit de
chacun " (Bruneti£re, Apres le Proces). It is true that Dreyfus was appalled
at the anti-militarism of some of his defenders and would gladly have been
delivered from many of his friends. But it does not seem that he ever ade-
quately appreciated the gravity of the situation and the sacrifices which his
championship involved.
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